




What is a Lab Pack?

49 CFR - PART 173 - SHIPPERS - GENERAL 

REQUIREMENTS FOR SHIPMENTS AND 

PACKAGINGS

Subpart (b) Lab Packs 

Unwanted/Obsolete

+ =

A “lab pack” is an accumulation of unwanted or 

obsolete chemicals that range in size from less than 2 

ml up to 5 gallons in size which is placed into an outer 

container for DOT shipment.

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/49/part-173


What a lab pack is not… 

➢ Containers larger than 5 gallon in size

➢Bulk liquids or solids

➢Drums

➢ Totes

➢Roll-offs

➢Vac Boxes

➢Materials poisonous by inhalation 

➢Division 6.1, Packing Group I material

➢Chloric Acid

➢Oleum (fuming sulfuric acid)

➢Aerosol 



Who do we provide lab packs for?

➢ Universities

➢ Manufacturing

➢ Healthcare

➢ Municipalities

➢ Environmental Consultants

➢ Small Quantity Generators

➢ Retail Clients (Lab Pack vs Loose Pack)

➢ Any generator who uses chemicals will most likely 

need a lab pack at some point in time



What is a Lab Pack Chemist?

Lab pack chemists are 

field chemists –

they do their work in the field

Lab Pack Chemists unravel 

regulations to keep clients 

safe and within the law of 

proper waste disposal



US Ecology Lab Pack Services

We’ve got the 

solution!!!

Let’s talk 

about the 

process and 

plan!

What will we do 

with these 

outdated 

chemicals?



Pre-project Preparation

Inventory & 

Proposal

Schedule

Prepare



➢ Chemist arrives on site

➢ Reviews JHA with client

➢ Walks project, verifies inventory

➢ Parks lab pack truck near project area & 

prepares supplies 

Lab Pack Process



Each chemical is segregated based on their hazard 

level, toxicity, DOT requirements, EPA requirements, 

and disposal facility requirements.

Lab Pack Process



Once chemicals are segregated into groups, the 

chemist will collect and create a packing list.  The 

packing list details the items that are being packing 

into the DOT “outer” container.

Packing sheet will be transported with the waste to 

the TSDF.

Lab Pack Process



Each segregated group is packed into an appropriate 

lab pack container (outer package) based on their 

hazard level, toxicity, DOT requirements, EPA 

requirements, and disposal facility requirements.

The lab pack chemist will gently place each chemical 

into the container and will then surrounded by an ample 

amount of absorbent or approved packaging material.

Lab Pack Process



Shipping documents are prepared and packing lists are 

added. Truck is placarded according to DOT regulations.

Lab Pack Process



All of the following must be managed & considered 

by the lab pack chemist throughout the entire 

process:

Lab Pack Process

OSHA

USDOT

USEPA

CHEMISTRY

DISPOSITION

US ECOLOGY



Where are we, and where can we reach in 

the US?



We utilize field-based systems to create best management 

predictions, compatibility recommendations, and load 

segregation suggestions which are validated 

by our expert chemists.

Along with experienced field chemists, 

US Ecology utilizes state of the art mobile technology to 

provide safe and compliant lab pack services.

Haz Waste

Generators

&

Technology, Experience, Compliance
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COMMUNICATION

PREPARATION

PRICING

FIELD 

EXECUTION

DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES

TIMELY BILLING

Charting the Roadmap to Best in Class

Through Client Partnerships



TALENT & TECHNOLOGY



Wrap Up & Questions




